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ABSTRACT
Image processing has been considered as a mechanism to implement any operations on an image or graphics to
extract an enhanced Image/Graphics or to capture information from it. This is considered as a type of signal
processing in which input is an Image/Graphics & output could be Image/Graphics or characteristics/features
associated with that image. An image, digital image, or still Image/Graphics is a binary representation of visual
information such as drawings, pictures, graphs, logos, or individual video frames. Digital images could be saved
electronically on any storage device.
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Content Cellular Data Communication, including
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challenges in enabling mobile multimedia data

applications have not only sustained the need for
more efficient ways to encode signals and images but
have made compression of such signals central to
storage and communication technology.

II. BENEFITS OF COMPRESSION
In the last decade, there has been a lot of
technological

transformation

in

the

way

we

communicate. This transformation includes the ever
present, ever growing internet, the explosive
development in mobile communication and ever
increasing importance of video communication.
Fig 1 : Steps of Image Compression and
Decompression
To enable Modern High Bandwidth required in
wireless data services such as mobile multimedia,

Data Compression is one of the technologies for each
of the aspect of this multimedia revolution. Cellular
phones would not be able to provide communication
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with increasing clarity without data compression.
Data compression is art and science of representing
information in compact form.
Where, P (I,j) is the original image,Q(I,j) s the
Despite rapid progress in mass-storage density,

approximated image or decompressed image and mxn

processor speeds, and digital communication system

is the dimension of the image.
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Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
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distributed environment large image files remain a

Another error metric used to compare the subjective
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Compression is an important component of the

PSNR is the quality measure of the compressed

solutions available for creating image file sizes of

image. Since it is a logarithmic measure and our

manageable and transmittable dimensions. Platform

brain seems to respond logarithmically to intensity

portability and performance are important in the

values [10]. It can define using MSE as.

selection
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systems.
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technique to be employed.

III. MEASUREMENTS FOR COMPRESSION
METHODS
There are a variety of ways in which different
compression algorithms can be evaluated and
compared. For quantifying the error between images,
two measures are being commonly used. They are

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Here in this paper updated Huffman algorithm to
compression an image had been performed. Here
jpeg image had been taken and matlab script had
been applied on it.

Compression Ratio (CR), Mean Square Error (MSE)
and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR).
Compression Ratio (CR)
CR is the ratio between numbers of bits required to
represent original image to the number of bits in the
compressed image and is given below
Fig 2 Original images for compression
CR =
Original File before applying compression algorithm
Where n1 = number of bits in original image
And n2 = number of bits in compressed image.

To view size of actual image right clicks on image
and view properties.

Mean Square Error (MSE)
MSE is one of the error metrics used to compare
quality of various image compression technique.
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Fig 3 Size of original File
Fig 5 Size of File after applying compression
algorithm
Plotting Histogram Of Encoded And Decoded Images
In order to find histogram of images we would apply
canny edge detector on encoded and decoded image.

Fig 4 Huffman code to compress and decompress
image

Fig 6 Histogram of encoded image

Fig 7 Histogram of decoded image
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Result After Checking Psnr of Compressed Image

Noise Ratio and Mean Square Root Error confirms
performance of algorithm.
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